TransLink Musician Guidelines
January 1, 2018 – December 31, 2018

1. Your TransLink License MUST be displayed at all times while performing on TransLink properties. Failure to do so may result in the loss of your license.

2. Performances are only permitted at approved stations.

3. ALL performance times are scheduled.

4. Performances at ALL locations are limited to 90 minutes minus takedown and set up as per line item 10. This means 60 minute performances.

5. No performances are permitted prior to 8:00 AM and after 11:30 PM.

6. Sound must be kept at a level that will not interfere with TransLink employee duties or comfort. In the event you are directed by staff to reduce the volume you must do so immediately.

7. With the exception of the SeaBus Skywalk, Licensees are not to plug their equipment into any power receptacles on TransLink property. Under the license agreement, any amplification is to be battery powered ONLY.

8. If asked to move on by TransLink staff – do not resist – there may be operational or security reasons you are unaware of. You may return later. In the event that this is a scheduled location you may only perform within your regularly scheduled window or if the spot is vacant.

9. In the event that a scheduled performer is not at their scheduled location, another performer may use this time on a first-come first-served basis.

   In the event that the scheduled performer does show up within their scheduled time, the other performer must vacate immediately.

   Neither the scheduled performer, nor any replacement, may extend their performance time beyond the scheduled time block.

10. Performers may only use the 15 minutes prior to their scheduled start time to setup and the 15 minutes after their scheduled end time to pack-up. No licensee is to perform during these 15 minute periods.
11. There is zero tolerance when it comes to drug or alcohol. If you are caught under the influence of either substance, your license will be revoked.

12. Performers are reminded that the contractor Compass Cards are not valid for travel, lost or stolen contractor Compass Cards will require $20 surcharge for a replacement.

Any performances at stations other than on the approved list may be grounds for dismissal.